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Abstract

Hate speech detection models aim to provide001
a safe environment for marginalised social002
groups to express themselves. However, the003
bias in these models could lead to silencing004
those groups. In this paper, we introduce the005
systematic offensive stereotyping (SOS) bias.006
We propose a method to measure the SOS007
bias in different word embeddings and also in-008
vestigate its influence on the downstream task009
of hate speech detection. Our results show010
that SOS bias against various groups exists011
in widely used word embeddings and that our012
SOS bias metric correlates positively with the013
statistics of published surveys on online abuse014
and extremism. However, we found that it is015
not easy to prove that bias in word embeddings016
influences downstream task performance. Fi-017
nally, we show that SOS bias is more indica-018
tive of sexism and racism in the inspected019
word embeddings when used for sexism and020
racism detection than social biases.021

1 Introduction022

Wagner et al. (2021) describe the term algorith-023

mically infused societies as the societies that are024

shaped by algorithmic and human behaviour. The025

data collected from these societies carry the same026

bias in algorithms and humans, like population bias027

and behavioural bias (Olteanu et al., 2019).These028

biases are important in the field of natural language029

processing (NLP) because unsupervised models030

like word embeddings encode them during train-031

ing (Brunet et al., 2019; Joseph and Morgan, 2020).032

This includes racial bias (Garg et al., 2018; Manzini033

et al., 2019; Sweeney and Najafian, 2019), gen-034

der bias (Garg et al., 2018; Bolukbasi et al., 2016;035

Chaloner and Maldonado, 2019), and personality036

stereotypes (Agarwal et al., 2019). However, one037

aspect of bias that has received less attention is038

systematic offensive stereotyping (SOS) in word039

embeddings. We define SOS from a statistical per-040

spective as “ A systematic association in the word041

embeddings between profanity and marginalised 042

groups of people”. In other words, SOS refers to as- 043

sociating offensive terms to different groups of peo- 044

ple, especially marginalised people, based on their 045

ethnicity, gender, or sexual orientation. Studies 046

that focused on similar types of bias in hate speech 047

detection models studied it within hate speech 048

datasets (Dixon et al., 2018; Waseem and Hovy, 049

2016a; Zhou et al., 2021), but not in the widely- 050

used word embeddings which are, in contrast, not 051

trained on data specifically curated to contain of- 052

fensive content. Moreover, most studies on bias in 053

word embeddings focused on Word2Vec (Mikolov 054

et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). 055

However, recent word embeddings models, like the 056

Urban Dictionary word embeddings, pre-trained on 057

words and definitions from the Urban Dictionary 058

website (Wilson et al., 2020), the Chan word em- 059

beddings, pre-trained on the 4&8 Chan websites 060

(Voué et al., 2020), and a version of GloVe pre- 061

trained on Twitter data (Stojanovski et al., 2015), 062

have received much less attention in previous stud- 063

ies of bias. The social media platforms on which 064

these embeddings have been trained are biased 065

(Nguyen et al., 2017; Voué et al., 2020; Mittos 066

et al., 2020; Mislove et al., 2011). Additionally, 067

the literature on bias in word embeddings claims 068

that it influences downstream tasks, like translation, 069

text classification, and text generation. Still, these 070

claims have not yet been tested (Blodgett et al., 071

2020). 072

In this work, we are interested in answering the 073

following research questions: RQ1: How can we 074

measure the SOS bias? RQ2: Among the exam- 075

ined word embedding models, which has the most 076

SOS bias? RQ3: How strongly does SOS bias cor- 077

relate with external measures of online extremism 078

and abuse? RQ4: How does SOS bias in word 079

embeddings relate to performance on downstream 080

tasks? RQ5: How does SOS bias differ from 081

stereotypical social bias regarding finding the most 082
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biased word embeddings when used for the task083

of hate speech detection? To answer our research084

questions, we built on the existing literature on085

measuring bias in word embeddings and proposed086

a method to measure SOS bias and investigate how087

different word embedding models associate profan-088

ity with marginalised people. Our contributions089

can be summarised as follows: (a) We define the090

SOS bias, propose a method to measure it in word091

embeddings, and demonstrate that our SOS bias is092

representative of the abuse that marginalised people093

experience online. (b) We demonstrate that all the094

examined word embeddings are SOS biased, with095

variations on the strength of the bias towards one096

particular marginalised group or another. (c) We097

demonstrate that the claim that bias in word embed-098

dings influences downstream tasks is not easy to099

prove and that despite finding a positive correlation100

between the SOS bias scores and the performance101

on the downstream tasks, it is not conclusive. (d)102

We demonstrate that SOS bias is more indicative of103

the sexism and racism in the inspected word embed-104

dings than the stereotypical social bias, gender, and105

racial biases, as measured by state-of-the-art met-106

rics when used for the task of hate speech detection.107

(e) We share our code with the community.108

Our findings show that the different word em-109

beddings are SOS biased, particularly towards110

marginalised groups, and it does have an influence,111

to some extent, on the downstream tasks of hate112

speech and abuse detection. This bias could have113

negative implications as these hate speech detec-114

tion models might learn to associate marginalised115

groups with extremism and abuse. As a result, these116

models that were supposed to provide a protective117

environment for the marginalised people to express118

themselves are the ones that could lead to silencing119

them or flagging their content as inappropriate.120

2 Background121

The term bias is defined and used in many different122

ways (Olteanu et al., 2019). There is the norma-123

tive definition of bias, as its definition in cognitive124

science as: “behaving according to some cognitive125

priors and presumed realities that might not be true126

at all” (Garrido-Muñoz et al., 2021). There is also127

the statistical definition of bias as “systematic dis-128

tortion in the sampled data that compromises its129

representatives” (Olteanu et al., 2019).130

In the case of bias in distributional word rep-131

resentations (Word Embeddings), the most com-132

mon methods for quantifying bias are WEAT, RND, 133

RNSB, and ECT. For WEAT, the authors were in- 134

spired by the Implicit Association Test (IAT) to 135

develop a statistical test to demonstrate human-like 136

biases in word embeddings (Caliskan et al., 2017). 137

They used the cosine similarity and statistical sig- 138

nificance tests to measure the unfair correlations 139

for two different demographics, as represented by 140

manually curated word lists. For RND, the authors 141

used the Euclidean distance between neutral words, 142

like professions, and a representative group vector 143

created by averaging the word vectors for words 144

that describe a stereotyped group (gender/ethnicity) 145

(Garg et al., 2018). In RNSB, a logistic regres- 146

sion model has first trained on the word vectors 147

of unbiased labeled sentiment words (positive and 148

negative) extracted from biased word embeddings. 149

Then, that model was used to predict the senti- 150

ment of words that describe certain demographics 151

(Sweeney and Najafian, 2019). In ECT, the authors 152

proposed a method to measure how much bias has 153

been removed from the word embeddings after de- 154

biasing them (Dev and Phillips, 2019). 155

These metrics, except RNSB, are based on the 156

polarity between two opposing points, like male 157

and female, allowing for binary comparisons. This 158

forces practitioners to model gender as a spectrum 159

between more “male” and “female” words, requir- 160

ing an overly simplified view of the construct, lead- 161

ing to similar problems for other stereotypical types 162

of bias, like racial, religious, transgender, and sex- 163

ual orientation, where there are more than two cat- 164

egories that need to be represented (Sweeney and 165

Najafian, 2019). These metrics also use lists of seed 166

words that have been shown to be unreliable (Anto- 167

niak and Mimno, 2021). Since we are interested in 168

measuring the systematic offensive stereotypes of 169

different marginalised groups, these metrics would 170

fall short of our needs. As for the RNSB metric, 171

even though it is possible to include more than two 172

identities, the sentiment dimension is represented 173

as positive or negative (binary). But in our case, 174

we are interested in a variety of offensive language 175

targeted at different marginalised groups. 176

3 Systematic Offensive Stereotyping Bias 177

Our motivation is to reveal whether word embed- 178

dings associate offensive language with words de- 179

scribing marginalised groups. In the next section, 180

we will use the SOS bias definition provided in 181

the Introduction section to measure the SOS bias 182
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and to answer RQ1. For our experiments, we used183

five word embeddings: Word2vec (w2v), trained184

on a collection of 100 billion words from Google185

News (Mikolov et al., 2021); Glove Wikipedia186

(Glove-WK), trained on a collection of six bil-187

lion tokens from Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword188

(Pennington et al., 2021b); Glove-Twitter (Glove-189

Twitter), trained on 27 billion tokens collected from190

two billion Tweets (Pennington et al., 2021a); Ur-191

ban Dictionary (UD), trained on 200 million token192

collected from the Urban Dictionary website (Ur-193

ban dictionary, 2021); and Chan word embeddings,194

trained on 30 million messages from the 4chan and195

8chan websites (GSoC, 2019).196

3.1 Measuring SOS bias197

Based on our definition of SOS, we want a method198

to measure the association that each word embed-199

ding model has between profanity and marginalised200

groups of people. To answer RQ1, we propose to201

measure that association using the cosine similar-202

ity between swear words and words that describe203

marginalised social groups. For the swear words,

Group Word
LGBTQ* lesbian, gay, queer, homosexual, lgbt, bi-

sexual, transgender, trans, non-binary
Women* woman, female, girl, wife, sister, mother,

daughter
Other ethnicities* african, african american, black, asian, his-

panic, latin, mexican, indian, arab
Straight hetrosexual, cisgender
Men man, male, boy, son, father, husband,

brother
White ethnicities white, caucasian, european american, eu-

ropean, norwegian, canadian, german, aus-
tralian, english, french, american, swedish,
dutch

*Marginalised group

Table 1: NOI words and the group they describe.

204
we used a list of 427 swear words from (Agrawal205

and Awekar, 2018; Dinakar et al., 2011). For de-206

scribing marginalised social groups, we used a207

word list that contains non-offensive identity (NOI)208

names to describe marginalised groups of people209

(Zhou et al., 2021; Dixon et al., 2018) and non-210

marginalised ones (Sweeney and Najafian, 2019),211

as summarised in Table 1. Similar to RNSB, we212

use NOI words to describe the different groups, un-213

like WEAT, ECT, and RND which used seed words214

like people’s names to infer their nationality or pro-215

nouns. The motivation behind using NOI words is216

clearer than using seed words used in the literature217

(Antoniak and Mimno, 2021). And even though218
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Figure 1: Mean SOS scores for the examined word embed-
dings and groups.

our NOI words that describe the same groups e.g. 219

Non-white ethnicities have not been examined for 220

coherence using semantic similarity for example 221

as suggested by (Antoniak and Mimno, 2021), our 222

NOI words’ groups are more coherent than the seed 223

words used in the literature which used people’s 224

names to describe African Americans or Asian na- 225

tionalities. 226

Let WNOI = {w1, w2, w3, ...wn} be the list 227

of NOI words wi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and Wsw = 228

{o1, o2, o3, ...om} be the list of swear words oj , 229

j = 1, 2, ...,m. To measure the SOS bias for a 230

specific word embedding we, we first compute the 231

average vector
−−−→
Wwe

sw of the swear words for we, 232

e.g. for Word2Vec, Glove, etc. SOSi,we for a NOI 233

word wi and a word embedding we is then defined 234

(Equation 1) as the cosine similarity between
−−−→
Wwe

sw 235

and the word vector−−−→wi,we, for the word embedding 236

we, normalised to the range [0, 1] using min-max 237

normalisation across all NOI words (WNOI ). 238

SOSi,we = cos(
−−−→
Wwe

sw ,−−−→wi,we) =

−−−→
Wwe

sw · −−−→wi,we

||−−−→Wwe
sw || · ||−−−→wi,we||

(1) 239

The normalised SOS score takes values within the 240

range [0, 1] and indicates the similarity of a NOI 241

word to the average representation of swear words. 242

Consequently, a higher SOSi,we value for word 243

wi indicates that the word embedding −−−→wi,we for 244

the word wi, is more associated with profanity. 245

The metric is intended to be used in a compara- 246

tive manner among word embeddings, e.g. w2v vs 247

Glove-WK, or among different groups of people, 248

e.g. Women vs Men, rather than to determine an 249

objective threshold below which no bias exists. 250

3.2 Mean SOS for word embeddings 251

We computed the mean SOS score for our ex- 252

amined word embeddings(Word2Vec, Glove-WK, 253
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Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan) using the aforemen-254

tioned swear words and NOI word lists for each ex-255

amined group individually, as well as for the com-256

bined marginalised (Women, LGBTQ, Non-white257

ethnicities) and non-marginalised (Men, Straight,258

White ethnicities) groups. Figure 1 shows that259

some word embeddings are more biased than oth-260

ers and that the biased word embeddings are more261

biased towards the marginalised group than the non-262

marginalised groups. In addition, Table 2 shows263

that mean SOS bias towards the marginalised264

groups is higher than towards the non-marginalised265

groups (T-test p = 0.02, α = 0.05).266

It is also evident that when comparing the267

“Straight” and the “LGBTQ” groups, there is268

a higher SOS bias towards the marginalised269

“LGBTQ” group for all the examined word em-270

beddings. Similar for the “Men” vs. “Women”271

groups and “White ethnicity” vs. “Other ethnic-272

ities” groups, where there is higher SOS bias to-273

wards the marginalised “Women” and “Other eth-274

nicities” groups, except for Glove-WK and UD for275

which the SOS bias is marginally higher for the276

non-marginalised groups (“Men”, “White ethnic-277

ity”). Given that SOS bias is significantly higher278

for marginalised groups (Table 2) and most of279

the hate speech datasets contain hate towards the280

marginalised groups, this work subsequently fo-281

cuses on those groups (women, lgtbq, non-white).282

Word embedding
Mean SOS

Marginalised Non-marginalised
Word2Vec 0.535 0.430

Glove-WK 0.390 0.281

Glove-Twitter 0.558 0.469

UD 0.407 0.325

Chan 0.495 0.417

Table 2: Mean SOS score of the different groups.

3.3 SOS biased word embeddings283

To answer RQ2, we conducted a comparative anal-284

ysis between the word embeddings in regards to285

SOS bias. To quantitatively compare the different286

word embeddings, we used the SOS bias scores287

(Figure 1) for each marginalised group (LGTBQ,288

Women, Other ethnicities) and applied the Fried-289

man and T-test significance tests (α = 0.05).290

For the words that describe the “LGTBQ” group,291

Glove-WK has the highest SOS score of 0.629,292

but the Friedman test failed in finding a signif-293

icant difference between the different word em-294

beddings (p = 0.6), indicating that all the exam-295

ined word embeddings are similarly SOS-biased 296

towards words related to the “LGBTQ” group. 297

For the “Women” group, Glove-Twitter, UD, and 298

Chan exhibited high SOS bias, with Glove-Twitter 299

having the highest score of 0.852, and Fried- 300

man’s test indicating a significant difference be- 301

tween the word embeddings (p = 5e−4). A 302

T-test showed that Glove-Twitter is significantly 303

different from Word2Vec, Glove-WK, and UD 304

(p = 6e−6, 1e−5, and 0.0057 respectively), but 305

no significant difference from Chan (p = 0.350) 306

could be established. This indicates that Glove- 307

Twitter and Chan exhibit a similar significant SOS 308

bias towards women (sexism) in comparison to 309

Word2Vec, Glove-WK, and UD. Regarding the 310

“Other ethnicities” group, Word2Vec stands out as 311

the word embedding with the highest SOS score 312

of 0.691. Friedman’s test showed a statistically 313

significant difference between all the word embed- 314

dings (p = 4e−4) and the T-test showed that the 315

SOS score of Word2Vec is significantly higher 316

than Glove-WK, Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan 317

(p = 9e−7, 8e−3, 1e−5, and 4e−5 respectively), in- 318

dicating that Word2Vec is significantly SOS-biased 319

towards non-white ethnicities in comparison to 320

Glove-WK, Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan. We 321

summarise our results in Table 3 showing that 322

Word2Vec is the most SOS-biased towards non- 323

white ethnicities, Glove-WK is the most SOS- 324

biased towards the LGBTQ community, and Glove- 325

Twitter, UD, and Chan are the most SOS-biased 326

towards women. 327

Word Embedding SOS biased towards
Word2Vec Other ethnicities, LGBTQ, Women
Glove-WK LGBTQ, Women, Other ethnicities
Glove-Twitter Women, Other ethnicities, LGBTQ
UD Women, LGBTQ, Other ethnicities
Chan Women, LGBTQ, Other ethnicities

Table 3: The groups that each word embedding is SOS-biased
towards, ordered by descending severity.

3.4 SOS bias validation 328

To answer RQ3, we compared the SOS bias, mea- 329

sured by our proposed method and state-of-the-art 330

metrics (WEAT, RNSB, RND, ECT), to published 331

statistics on online abuse and extremism that is tar- 332

geted at marginalised groups (Women, LGBTQ, 333

Non-white ethnicities). The WEFE framework 334

(Badilla et al., 2020) was used to measure the SOS 335

bias of the examined word embeddings using the 336

state-of-the-art metrics. The metrics in the WEFE 337

platform take 4 inputs: Target list 1: a word list 338
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Figure 2: The Pearson’s correlation between the different
metrics and the percentages of people belonging to the ex-
amined marginalised groups who experienced abuse and ex-
tremism online for each published survey for the examined
word embedding. For RAD heatmap, correlation is computed
between the SOS scores and the differences in RAD between
the percentage of (women and men), (LGTBQ and straight),
and (Non-white ethnicities and White ethnicities).

describing a group of people, e.g. women; Target339

list 2: a word list that describes a different group340

of people, e.g. men; Attribute list 1: a word list341

that contains attributes that are believed to be as-342

sociated with target group 1, e.g. housewife; and343

Attribute list 2: a word list that contains attributes344

that are believed to be associated with target group345

2, e.g. engineer. Each metric then measures these346

associations, as described in section 2.347

To measure the SOSwomen using the state-of-348

the-art metrics, target list W1 contained the NOI349

words that describe women in Table 1, target list350

W2 contained the NOI words that describe men, at-351

tribute list 1 contained the same swear words used352

earlier to measure our SOS bias, as described in353

section 3.1, and attribute list 2 a list of positive354

words provided by the WEFE framework. To mea-355

sure the SOSethnicity, we used the same process,356

with the same attribute lists, but with target list E1357

that contained NOI words that describe non-white358

ethnicities and target list E2 that contained NOI359

words that describe white ethnicities. Similarly,360

to measure SOSlgbtq, we used the same attribute361

lists and target list L1, which contained NOI words362

that describe LGBTQ, and target list L2 which con-363

tained NOI words that describe straight and cisgen-364

der people. To measure SOSwomen, SOSlgbtq, and365

SOSethnicity with our proposed metric, we com-366

puted the mean SOS scores of the NOI words that367

describe Women, LGBTQ, and Non-white ethnic-368

ities. The percentages of people belonging to the369

examined marginalised groups who experienced370

abuse and extremism online were then acquired371

from the following surveys: the Rad Campaign372

Online Harassment Survey 2014 (Rad Campaign,373

2014) where 1,000 adult Americans (aged 18+)374

were surveyed about being harassed online; the375

COX Teen Internet Safety Survey (Cox Commu- 376

nications Inc., 2014), where a total of 1,301 teens 377

aged 13-17 were surveyed about being bullied on- 378

line, with both surveys selected because they pro- 379

vide data on all the marginalised groups examined 380

in this paper; and the online extremism and online 381

hate survey (OEOH), collected by (Hawdon et al., 382

2015) from Finland (FI) (n=555), Germany (GR) 383

(n=999), the US (n=1,033), and the UK (n=999) in 384

2013 and 2014, for individuals aged 15 - 30. 385

Then, we computed the Pearson’s correlation 386

coefficient between the SOS* scores, measured 387

by the different metrics for Women, LGTBQ, and 388

Non-white ethnicities for the examined word em- 389

beddings and the percentages of people belonging 390

to the examined marginalised groups who experi- 391

enced abuse and extremism online. The results in 392

Figure 2† show that our proposed SOS bias met- 393

ric, for Chan, UD, and Glove-Twitter, has a high 394

positive correlation with the published statistics on 395

online abuse (RAD and COX), whereas the corre- 396

lation is very small or negative for word2vec and 397

Glove-WK. On the contrary, for the online hate and 398

extremism surveys OEOH (US, UK, GR, and FI), 399

our SOS bias metric for Word2Vec and Glove-WK 400

shows a positive correlation, whereas the correla- 401

tion for Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan is negative 402

or very small. A similar pattern is exhibited by 403

the RNSB metric to a lesser extend. On the other 404

hand, WEAT, RND, and ECT exhibit almost the 405

opposite pattern, as they show a negative or very 406

small correlation to the statistics of the surveys 407

on online abuse (RAD and COX) for all the word 408

embeddings, but show a high positive correlation 409

with the statistics of the surveys of online hate and 410

extremism OEOH (US, UK, GR, and FI). 411

These results suggest that our metric highlights 412

the difference in the SOS bias between the differ- 413

ent word embeddings, as the word embeddings 414

that were trained on the social media datasets 415

(Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan) encode the online 416

abuse towards marginalised people, while word 417

embeddings that were trained on Google news and 418

Wikipedia articles encode the hate and extremism 419

against the marginalised groups shared in those 420

sources. On the contrary, the other metrics fail to 421

*Contrary to all other metrics, ECT scores have an inverse
relationship with the level of bias, so we subtract all ECT
scores from 1 to enforce that higher scores for all metrics
indicate greater levels of bias.

†The correlation results for OEOH-US are similar to
OEOH-UK, OEOH-GR, and OEOH-FI, so the later were omit-
ted from the figure.
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capture that difference between the word embed-422

dings. Consequently, the results suggest that our423

SOS bias metric is the most reflective of the SOS424

bias in the different word embeddings. Additional425

validation of our SOS bias metric on a collection of426

Reddit posts is provided in Appendix A.1. The re-427

sults support our findings that our SOS bias metric428

is reflective of the online abuse and hate experi-429

enced by marginalised groups online.430

4 SOS bias and downstream tasks431

In this section, we answer RQ4 through a series of432

experiments on the downstream task of hate speech433

detection. We also examined the task of offensive434

words categorisation in Appendix A.2.435

4.1 Hate speech detection436

We investigated the influence of SOS bias in the437

word embeddings on the task of hate speech de-438

tection by training deep learning models with an439

embedding layer for the detection of different types440

of hate speech from hate speech-related datasets,441

then computed the correlation of the performance442

of the different word embeddings to the SOS bias443

score of these embeddings. We used four hate

Dataset Samples
Positive Avg. words Max. words
samples per comment per comment

HateEval 12722 42% 21.75 93

Twitter-sexism 14742 23% 15.04 41

Twitter-racism 13349 15% 15.05 41

Twitter-hate 5569 25% 14.60 32

Note: Positive samples refer to offensive comments

Table 4: Hate speech datasets’ details.

444
speech-related datasets contain different types of445

hate speech (Table 4): (i) Twitter-racism, a collec-446

tion of Twitter messages containing tweets that are447

labeled as racist or not (Waseem and Hovy, 2016b);448

(ii) Twitter-sexism, Twitter messages containing449

tweets labeled as sexist or not (Waseem and Hovy,450

2016b); (iii) Twitter-hate, containing tweets that451

are labeled as offensive, hateful (sexist, homopho-452

bic, and racist), or neither (Davidson et al., 2017).453

As we are interested in the hateful content, we used454

the tweets that are labeled as hateful or neither;455

and (iv) HateEval, a collection of tweets contain-456

ing hate speech against immigrants and women457

in Spanish and English (Basile et al., 2019), from458

which we used only the English tweets. These four459

datasets were selected because they contain hate460

speech towards the marginalised groups that are461

the focus of our study, i.e. Women, LGBTQ, and462

Non-white ethnicities, thus they are representative 463

of the examined problem. 464

To pre-process the datasets, we removed URLs, 465

user mentions, retweet abbreviation “RT”, non- 466

ASCII characters, and English stop words except 467

for second-person pronouns like “you/yours/your”, 468

and third-person pronouns like “he/she/they”, 469

“his/her/their” and “him/her/them” were not re- 470

moved, as suggested in (Elsafoury et al., 2021). 471

All letters were lowercased, and common contrac- 472

tions were converted to their full forms. Finally, 473

each dataset was randomly split into training (70%) 474

and test (30%) sets, preserving class ratios. We 475

used two deep learning models: (i) a Bidirectional 476

LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) with the same 477

architecture as in (Agrawal and Awekar, 2018), 478

who used RNN models to detect hate speech, and 479

(ii) a two layers Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 480

model. To this end, we first used the Keras tok- 481

enizer (Tensorflow.org, 2020) to tokenise the input 482

texts, using a maximum input length of 64 (max- 483

imum observed sequence length in the dataset). 484

A frozen embedding layer, based on a given pre- 485

trained word embedding model, was used as the 486

first layer and fed to the BiLSTM model and the 487

MLP model. To avoid over-fitting, we used L2 488

regularisation with an experimentally determined 489

value of 10−7. For each dataset, we used 5-fold 490

cross-validation to train and validate the model 491

(70% and 30% of the training dataset respectively 492

with class ratio preserved) and then test the model 493

on the test set. We trained the models for 100 494

epochs with a batch size of 32, using the Adam 495

optimiser and a learning rate of 0.01 (default of 496

Keras Optimiser) (Agrawal and Awekar, 2018). 497

4.2 Experimental Results 498

Given the results for the SOS bias in the differ- 499

ent embeddings (Table 3), we hypothesise that 500

the deep learning models that are trained with 501

Word2Vec embeddings will perform the best (high- 502

est F1 score) on datasets that contain hate speech 503

or insults towards marginalised ethnicities, which 504

is Twitter-racism. We also hypothesise that the 505

models trained with Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan 506

will achieve the highest F1 scores on datasets that 507

contain insults towards women, which are Twitter- 508

racism and HateEval. Given that the Twitter-hate 509

dataset contains a mixture of sexist, homophobic, 510

and racist comments, we hypothesise that the mod- 511

els trained with Glove-Twitter, UD, and Chan will 512
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perform the best.The classification performance of513

the deep learning models with the different em-514

bedding models is reported in Table 5. The re-515

sults show that for all datasets, BiLSTM outper-516

forms MLP in terms of F1 score. In addition, re-517

sults show that for the MLP model, our hypotheses518

hold for all four datasets, as Chan is the best per-519

forming for a dataset that contains insults towards520

women (HateEval), Word2Vec is the best perform-521

ing on a dataset that contains insults towards other522

ethnicities (Twitter-racism), Glove-Twitter is the523

best performing on a dataset that contain insults524

towards women (Twitter-sexism), and UD is the525

best performing on Twitter-hate which contain in-526

sults towards women and the LGBTQ community.527

For the BiLSTM model, our hypotheses hold for528

three datasets, i.e., HateEval, Twitter-sexism, and529

Twitter-hate, as Glove-Twitter is the best perform-530

ing on datasets that contain insults towards women531

and LGTBQ, which are found in the HateEval,532

Twitter-sexism, and Twitter-hate datasets. As for533

the Twitter-racism dataset, we hypothesised that534

Word2Vec would be the best performing, but in-535

stead, Glove-WK is the best performing when the536

BiLSTM model is used.537

Dataset Model
F1-score

Word2Vec Glove-WK Glove-Twitter UD Chan

HateEval
MLP 0.593 0.583 0.623 0.597 0.627
BiLSTM 0.663 0.651 0.671 0.661 0.661

Twitter-sexism
MLP 0.587 0.587 0.589 0.578 0.563
BiLSTM 0.659 0.661 0.661 0.625 0.631

Twitter-racism
MLP 0.683 0.681 0.680 0.679 0.650
BiLSTM 0.717 0.727 0.6999 0.698 0.712

Twitter-hate
MLP 0.681 0.713 0.775 0.780 0.692
BiLSTM 0.772 0.821 0.851 0.837 0.84

Note: Numbers in bold indicate best performance per model and dataset

Table 5: F1 scores for the used models using the examined
word embeddings on our datasets.

Dataset Model
Spearman’s correlation

WEAT RNSB RND ECT Our metric

HateEval
MLP 0.900 -0.300 0.400 -0.100 0.500
BiLSTM 0.102 -0.974 -0.461 -0.205 0.974

Twitter-sexism
MLP -0.359 -0.564 -0.359 -0.615 0.461
BiLSTM -0.205 -0.102 0.153 -0.872 0.205

Twitter-racism
MLP -0.900 -0.200 -0.600 -0.100 0.100
BiLSTM -0.500 0.500 0.200 -0.300 -0.300

Twitter-hate
MLP 0.300 -0.100 0 0 -0.200
BiLSTM 0.900 -0.300 0.500 -0.500 0.400

Table 6: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of the SOS
bias scores of the different word embeddings and the F1 scores
of the used models for each bias metric and dataset.

To quantify our analysis of the influence of the538

SOS bias on the task of hate speech detection,539

we used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient540

to compute the correlation between the ranking541

of the mean SOS bias scores (our metric) and the542

SOS bias scores as measured by WEAT, RNSB, 543

RND, and ECT, and the ranking of F1 scores for 544

the MLP and BiLSTM models for the different 545

word embeddings in each examined dataset. To 546

measure the SOS bias in the word embeddings, we 547

used target list M1 contained the NOI words that 548

describe the marginalised groups in Table 1 and tar- 549

get list N1 contained the NOI words that describe 550

the non-marginalised groups. We used the same 551

list of swear words described in Section 3.1 as at- 552

tribute list 1 and a list of positive words, available 553

at WEFE, as attribute list 2. We then measured 554

the bias using the different metrics and ranked the 555

scores in ascending order, except for ECT which 556

is ranked in descending order because ECT scores 557

have an inverse relationship with the level of bias. 558

Results in Table 6 show that our metric ex- 559

hibits positive correlation with the F1 scores of 560

the Bi-LSTM and MLP models on the HateEval 561

and Twitter-sexism datasets. For Twitter-racism, 562

RNSB shows the highest positive correlation with 563

the F1-score of the Bi-LSTM model, while for the 564

Twitter-hate dataset, WEAT shows the highest pos- 565

itive correlation with the F1-scores of the MLP and 566

Bi-LSTM models. These results suggest that our 567

SOS bias metric correlates consistently positively 568

with the F1 scores of the deep learning models on 569

the different datasets compared to the other metrics. 570

Our findings in this section and in Appendix A.2 571

suggest that there is an influence of the SOS bias 572

in the word embeddings on downstream tasks. It is 573

less evident for the task of offenses categorisation 574

but clearer for the task of hate speech detection. 575

However, the results are not conclusive and more 576

experiments are required. 577

5 SOS bias vs stereotypical social bias 578

To answer RQ5, we compared SOS bias, measured 579

by our proposed metric, to stereotypical social bias, 580

measured by state-of-the-art metrics from the lit- 581

erature (WEAT, RND, RNSB, and ECT), for the 582

task of hate speech detection. We built on our find- 583

ings from the previous section, assuming that the 584

bias in word embeddings has, to some extent, an 585

influence on the performance of the deep learning 586

models. In this section, the comparison was per- 587

formed on the task of sexism detection, thus the 588

metrics were used to measure gender bias. The 589

same experiment was also conducted for racial bias 590

in Appendix A.3. We used the WEFE framework 591

(Badilla et al., 2020) to measure the gender bias us- 592
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ing the other state-of-the-art metrics and two target593

lists: Target list 1, which contains female-related594

words (e.g., she, woman, and mother), and Tar-595

get list 2, which contains male-related words (e.g.,596

he, father, and son), as well as two attribute lists:597

Attribute list 1, which contains words related to598

family, arts, appearance, sensitivity, stereotypical599

female roles, and negative words, and Attribute list600

2, which contains words related to career, science,601

math, intelligence, stereotypical male roles, and602

positive words, and (Badilla et al., 2020; Caliskan603

et al., 2017). Then, we measured the average gen-604

der bias scores across the different attribute lists605

for each word embedding using the various metrics.606

For the SOS bias, we used the mean SOS scores of607

the words that belong to the “Women” category, as608

computed in Section 3.2 (Figure 1). For each bias609

metric, we ranked the bias scores for each word610

embedding in ascending order, except for the ECT611

metric that was ranked in descending order, as ECT612

scores have an inverse relationship with the level613

of bias. We then computed the Spearman’s rank614

correlation coefficient between the gender bias of615

the different word embeddings, as measured by616

WEAT, RND, RNSB, ECT, SOSwomen), and the F1617

scores achieved by the two deep learning models618

on the Twitter-sexism, HateEval, and Twitter-hate619

datasets, using the different word embeddings (as620

computed in Section 4.2/Table 5). The computed621

Spearman’s correlations are shown in Table 7.622

Our results show that for HateEval and Twitter-623

hate, SOSwomen has a higher positive correlation624

to the F1 scores of the deep learning models than625

the rest of the bias metrics, indicating that the SOS626

bias score of the different word embeddings corre-627

lates positively with the performance of the deep628

learning models using the word embeddings for the629

task of hate speech detection on these two datasets.630

However, for Twitter-sexism, SOSwomen shows al-631

most no correlation with the F1 scores of either632

MLP or BiLSTM. We speculate that the reason633

is that 66% of the Twitter-sexism dataset contains634

sexist tweets that are not profane, in comparison635

to only 40% in HateEval and Twitter-hate datasets.636

Our analysis showed that the gender bias scores637

of WEAT, ECT, RND, and RNSB metrics for the638

different word embeddings do not always corre-639

late with the deep learning models’ performances640

using the same word embeddings on the gender-641

relevant datasets and differ drastically from one642

dataset to another. The proposed SOS bias score643

for the different word embeddings shows a more 644

consistent positive correlation with the F1 scores of 645

the deep learning models using these word embed- 646

dings when profanity is used against the bias-target 647

group. Similar results were found for racial bias, 648

as presented in Appendix A.3. This indicates that 649

our proposed SOS bias metric is more indicative 650

of the sexist and racist word embeddings than the 651

stereotypical social bias for hate speech detection. 652

Dataset Model
Spearman’s correlation

WEAT RNSB RND ECT SOS

HateEval
MLP -0.600 0.300 0.300 -0.100 0.800
BiLSTM -0.410 -0.718 -0.307 -0.205 0.359

Twitter-sexism
MLP 0.153 -0.102 -0.205 -0.615 0.051
BiLSTM 0.564 0.461 0.359 -0.872 0.05

Twitter-hate
MLP -0.700 0.100 -0.400 0 0.500
BiLSTM -0.600 0.300 0.300 -0.500 1

Table 7: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of the gender
bias scores of the different word embeddings and the F1 scores
of the used models for each bias metric and dataset.

6 Conclusion 653

In this work, we introduced the SOS bias and pro- 654

posed methods to measure it, validate it, investigate 655

its influence on downstream tasks, and compare it 656

to stereotypical social bias. Our results show that 657

the examined word embeddings are SOS biased 658

and that for some of them, it has a strong posi- 659

tive correlation with published statistics on online 660

abuse and extremism. However, more datasets need 661

to be collected to provide stronger evidence, espe- 662

cially data from social sciences on the offenses that 663

marginalised groups receive on social media. Our 664

findings show that proving the influence of bias in 665

word embeddings on the downstream tasks is not 666

an easy task and that even though our results sug- 667

gest that there is a relationship between the SOS 668

bias and the downstream task of hate speech detec- 669

tion, the results are not conclusive, as there might 670

be other factors that contributed to the performance 671

of the examined deep learning models. Finally, our 672

findings suggest that our proposed SOS bias metric 673

is more indicative of the biased word embeddings 674

in comparison to social bias for the tasks of sexism 675

and racism detection. As future work, more exper- 676

iments are required using counterfactual datasets 677

and feature importance scores of NOI words to en- 678

sure that we understand the impact of the SOS bias 679

in the word embeddings on the downstream tasks. 680

Furthermore, studying the influence of particular 681

selections of NOI words on our proposed metric 682

will also be the focus of future work. 683
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A Appendix942

A.1 SOS bias validation943

We compared our SOS scores to the collocations944

between the NOI words of marginalised groups and945

swear words following the work of (Pietraszewska,946

2013). To generate these collocations, we used a947

corpus of randomly sampled 100,000 Pushshift’s948

public Reddit collection (Reddit, 2021) comments949

(4 million tokens) that were posted between 2005950

and 2012. Then, we used NLTK (NLTK, 2021) to951

find the words that co-occur the most with the NOI952

words and filtered them to find the co-occurrences953

between the NOI words wi and the swear words oj .954

The association between the acquired word pairs955

was measured using the pointwise mutual infor-956

mation (PMI). Then we computed the mean PMI957

for all the co-occurrences of offensive words and958
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Figure 3: The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient be-
tween the ranking of SOS measure and the ranking of the
mean collocation PMI.

each of the NOI words (Equation 2). Finally, we 959

computed the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi- 960

cient between the ranked mean PMI, PMIi, and 961

the ranked SOS score SOSi,we, for each NOI word 962

wi and word embedding we. 963

PMIi =
1

m

m∑
j=1

PMI(wi, oj) (2) 964

Results in Figure 3, show a positive correlation 965

for all the marginalised groups and most of the 966

word embeddings, except for Glove-WK for “Other 967

ethnicities” and Word2Vec, UD, and Chan for 968

“Women”, where a negative correlation is de- 969

tected. After inspecting the “Women”-related 970

words, where the correlation is negative, we found 971

that they collocated with slurs that are not widely 972

used and were not included in the used swear words 973

list‡. All the NOI words in the marginalised group 974

shows a positive correlation with all the word em- 975

beddings except for Glove-WK. We speculate that 976

this is the case because, as shown in Figure 1 and 977

Table 3, Glove-WK is the least biased towards 978

“Other ethnicities”. 979

A.2 Offensive words categorisation 980

We investigated the influence that the SOS bias in 981

the word embeddings has over the downstream task 982

of offenses categorisation. We used the Hurtlex lex- 983

icon (Zhang et al., 2020), which is a multilingual 984

lexicon containing 8,228 offensive words and ex- 985

pressions, organised into 17 groups. We used words 986

from the English lexicon that belong to the 11 987

groups that are related to the marginalised groups 988

‡We have not added these slurs to the swear words’ list
as more validation work would be required to confirm that
they unambiguously belong in the list, thus risking biasing our
results based on our observations.
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Figure 4: F1 scores for each class of the kNN model using each word embedding on the Hurtlext test set

studied in this work. The used categories are ethnic989

slurs (PS); words related to social and economic990

disadvantage (IS), descriptive words with potential991

negative connotations (QAS), derogatory words992

(CDS), felonies and words related to crime and993

immoral behavior (RE), male genitalia (ASM), fe-994

male genitalia (ASF), words related to prostitution995

(PR), words related to homosexuality (OM), cogni-996

tive disabilities and diversity (DDP), and physical997

disabilities and diversity (DDF).998

To investigate the influence that the SOS bias999

has on the ability of each word embedding to group1000

together the words that belong to the same Hurtlex1001

category, we trained a KNN model. We first re-1002

moved the words in the lexicon that belong to1003

more than one category, resulting in 5,963 offen-1004

sive words in total. We then split the Hurtlex lex-1005

icon into a training (70%) and a test (30%) set,1006

preserving the class ratio. The F1-scores achieved1007

by the KNN model for each of the 11 classes for1008

the test set are shown in Figure 4. A Friedman1009

test (α = 0.05) between the F1 scores of each1010

data item in the test set showed that the F1 scores1011

achieved using the examined word embeddings are1012

significantly different. To further investigate the1013

difference between pairs of top-scoring word em-1014

beddings, we used a Wilcoxon test (α = 0.05).1015

Results showed that, across all classes, UD scores1016

significantly higher than Chan and Glove-WK,1017

but not significantly higher than Word2Vec or1018

Glove-Twitter. Similarly, we found that Word2Vec1019

achieves a significantly higher F1 score than Chan1020

and Glove-WK, but not significantly higher than1021

Glove-Twitter. The results suggest that the UD em-1022

beddings, along with Word2Vec and Glove-Twitter,1023

place offensive words semantically close to other1024

words from the same Hurtlex categories, indicating1025

that these embeddings better reflect the categorisa-1026

tion of terms outlined in Hurtlex. Additionally, we 1027

hypothesised that (a) Word2Vec will perform the 1028

best at classifying offensive words that are related 1029

to minorities, which are in the PS, IS, RE, QAS, 1030

and CDS classes, (b) Glove-WK will perform the 1031

best for words related to homosexuality, which are 1032

in the OM, and CDS classes, and (c) Glove-Twitter, 1033

UD, and Chan will perform best for words related 1034

to women, which are in ASF, OM, PR, and CDS 1035

classes. The results showed that our hypothesis 1036

holds for UD regarding OM, ASF, and PR and for 1037

Word2Vec regarding RE and QAS. However, for 1038

the rest of the word embeddings, our hypotheses do 1039

not hold, as Glove-Twitter and Glove-WK perform 1040

the best at classifying the words in the IS category, 1041

where Word2Vec was expected to perform the best, 1042

while Chan did not outperform any other word em- 1043

beddings. Consequently, the acquired results do not 1044

provide conclusive answers to how the SOS bias in 1045

word embeddings influences the downstream task 1046

of offensive words categorisation. 1047

A.3 Racial bias 1048

To measure the racial bias using the state-of-the-art 1049

metrics, we used two target groups: Target group 1, 1050

which contains white people’s names, and Target 1051

group 2, which contains African, Hispanic, and 1052

Asian names, and two attribute lists: Attribute list 1053

1, which contains white people occupation names; 1054

and Attribute list 2, which contains African, His- 1055

panic, and Asian people’s occupations (Badilla 1056

et al., 2020; Garg et al., 2018). Then, we mea- 1057

sured the average racial bias scores across the dif- 1058

ferent attribute lists for each word embedding using 1059

the different metrics (WEAT, RND, RNSB, ECT). 1060

For the SOS bias, we used the mean SOS scores 1061

of the words that belong to the “Other ethnicities” 1062

category, as computed in Section 3.2 (Figure 1). 1063
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Finally, we ranked the bias scores as described in1064

Section 5 and computed the Spearman’s rank corre-1065

lation coefficient between the racial bias scores of1066

the different word embeddings and the F1 scores1067

achieved by the two deep learning models on the1068

Twitter-racism and HateEval datasets using the dif-1069

ferent word embeddings.1070

The results in Table 8 show that for Twitter-1071

racism, SOS has the highest positive correlation1072

with the F1 scores of the MLP model compared1073

to the rest of the bias metrics, whereas WEAT has1074

the highest correlation with the F1 scores of the1075

BiLSTM model. For HateEval, SOS has the high-1076

est positive correlation with the F1-scores of the1077

BiLSTM model compared to the rest of the bias1078

metrics, whereas RNSB has the highest correlation1079

with the F1 scores of the MLP model, with SOS1080

only having a higher correlation than WEAT.1081

Dataset Model
Spearman’s correlation

WEAT RNSB RND ECT SOS

Twitter-racism
MLP 0.200 -0.900 -0.700 -0.200 0.300
BiLSTM 0.600 -0.700 -0.100 -0.200 -0.100

HateEval
MLP -0.200 0.900 0.300 0.200 0.300
BiLSTM -0.205 0.153 -0.718 0.205 0.872

Table 8: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of the
racial bias scores of the different word embeddings and
the F1 scores of the deep learning models for each bias
metric and dataset.
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